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Abstract .  Fractional Brownian motion, H-FBM , of index )1,0(H  with d-dimensional time is 
considered in a spherical domain that contains 0 at its boundary. The main result : the log-
asymptotics of probability that H-FBM does not exceed a fixed  positive level is                       
(H-d)logT(1+o(1)), where T>>1 is radius of the domain. 
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 1. Introduction. 
 
Fractional Brownian motion, H-FBM of index )1,0(H  with multivariate time dRt  is a 
centered Gaussian random process )(twH with correlation function         
                                )(2/1)()( 222 HHHH ststswtEw   .                                                
H-FBM   is H-self-similar (H-ss), isotropic, and has stationary increments (si), i.e., 
)}({)}()({ 00 twtwtUtw H
H
HH     holds in the sense of the equality of finite-dimensional 
distributions for any fixed  0t  , 0  , and  rotation around 0, U .  
      The one-sided exit problem for a random process )(t  and its characteristics, the so-called 
survival exponents:  
                                          )(/),1)((loglim TttP TT                                           (1) 
are the subject of intensive analysis in applications. Here T is an increasing sequence of 
domains of size  T   and )(  is a suitable slowly varying function, typically, TT log)(   for 
ss-processes. The greatest progress in this area has been achieved for processes with one-
dimensional time. (See surveys by Bray et al (2013) in the physics literature and by Aurzada and 
Simon (2015) in the mathematical one).  
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   H-FBM was one of the first non-trivial examples of non-Markovian processes for which 
the survival exponents  have  been found exactly (Molchan,1999). Namely, for TT log)(  , the 
survival exponents are  
           HHw  1 , ),0( TT         and     dHw   , dT TT ),( .                                        (2) 
Recently, Aurzada et al (2016) considerably refined the asymptotics of probability 
                       ),1)(( THT ttwPp   ,      ),0( TT   ,                                                         (3) 
and showed that the exponent H1 is universal for a broad class of H-ss processes with 
stationary increments. The ideas of this work have proved useful in analysis of the conjunction 
that kHd
Hw
   for  )(twH  in   kdkT TTT  ],[],0[ (Molchan , 2012).  
   The case 0k corresponds to the right part of (2). The case 1k  is supported by the result 
which we discuss below: Hd
Hw
   for fractional Brownian motion in  1 TT   where 1 is 
a unit ball that contains 0 at its boundary.   
   To estimate 
Hw
   we modify the famous result by Aurzada et al (2016), which says that, for a 
broad class of si-processes: 0)0(),(  t  with discrete time, 1Zt ,   
                         )),(max(})0{\,1)(( TTT ttEttP    ,                                      (4) 
where ],0[ TT   and  TT   . 
For H-ss processes with continuous time, the right part of (4) is proportional to  
 HT , and therefore the exponent for (3) is H1 .  
    However, the result by Aurzada et al (2016) essentially uses the 1-D nature of time. 
Considering  T   as the volume of T , relation (4) is found to be in formal agreement with the 
conjunction for 1k  but not for 1k ; in addition, (4) is very crude for 0k  (see (3)). This 
means that the analysis of the cases 1,1  kd  needs in additional ideas. 
2. The lower bound. 
Proposition 1.  Let dRtt  ,0)0(),(    be a centered isotropic random process with 
stationary increments. Then  
                  )),(max()1,,1)(( T
d
T ttEcTtttP    ,                                                (5) 
where 1 TT  is a  ball  of radiusT  that contains 0 at its boundary. 
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 Consequence. If )(t is fractional Brownian motion of index )1,0(H in T , then the survival 
exponent has the lower bound Hd
Hw
 . 
Remark. Proposition 1 holds for  
1],[],0[  dT TTT   as well. 
 
Proof. Let  ...}2,1;....2,1,{ ,  knxU kkT   be a subset of ball TB of radius T in dR  ; TU  consists 
of TN  points such that   
                                      kk rx , ,   1,,   mk xx ,   dT CTN   ,  Trr kk  11  .                     (6) 
Consider the following increasing sequence of subsets of TU : 
 
                               

 ,11,1   kkk xUU      ,  }:{ ,, kiik rxxU     . 
Fix }):{ TTettT  , where )1....,0,0(e . Let ,kO  be a rotation transferring ,kx  
in erx kk ,~ . Setting  ,,,~ kkk UOU  , one has 
                                    1,, \}0{\)~
~( BxU Tkk     ,    )1,1(),( k                                             (7) 
Therefore, using the notation )),(sup()( AttAM   , we get 
                  )1})0{\)~~((()\,1)((:)1( ,,1   kkTT xUMPBttPp .                         (8) 
By the si-property of )(t , we can continue 
              ))(1)(()1)
~()~\~(( ,1,,,,   kkkkk xUMPxxUMP   .                                   (9) 
The last equality holds because )(t  is rotation invariant.   
The event    )}(1)({ ,1,   kk xUM   is measurable relative to the sequence
                   
                                   ).....(),...x(;........)x(),...( ,1,n1,1,1 1 knkk xx  .                                                   (10) 
and means that
  
)( , kx  is a record which exceeds the previous one by at least 1. Let T  be the 
number of such records in (10). Then, by (8,9) , 
             ))()(())(1)(()1()1( 1,11,,, xUMEExUMPpN TTkkkTT     , 
where                }{ 1,11,1 xU  ,     1nk, k  kUU ,  1,11nk, k   kxx ,    )1,1(),( k .     
Finally, by (6),
  
                               
)),((sup{)1/())(()1( T
d
TTT ttEcTNUMEp     .                        (11) 
   Suppose that )(t is fractional Brownian motion of index )1,0(H in T . By the standard 
procedure, we can compare )1(Tp   with  
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                                 ))\(,1)(w()1( 1H BttPp TT  .                                                             (12) 
For this purpose we can find a continuous function )(tT such that   
                          1,1)(  ttT  , constTHT ,  ,                                                                       (13) 
where 
TH ,
  is the norm of the Hilbert space )( THH  with the reproducing kernel 
TThH stswtEw ),(),()(  (see for this fact Molchan(1999) or Appendix).Then 
                       ))\(,1)(2)(w()1( 1H BtttPp TTT   . 
 According to (Aurzada&Dereich, 2010),  
                   2/2)1(/1ln)1(/1ln ,THТTT pp   .                                                         (14) 
From the self-similarity of H-FBM and (11) one has 
                             )()1( 1
)(  
Hw
Hd
T EMсTp .                                                                        (15) 
Combining (13-15), one has 
                   )ln/1(ln/)],1)((/1[ln
2/1 TOHdTttwP TH  ,                               (16) 
i.e., Hd
Hw
 . 
3. The upper bound.  
Below we use notation )),(sup()( AttwAM H   and }:{# AttA  . 
Proposition 2. Let )(twH be H-FBM in dT RT  1  where 1 the is a bounded domain and  
10  . Consider a finite 1-net of T  , i.e. a subset TTkT NkxU  },...,1,{ , TU}0{ such that 
                               
d
T TN   and )(11 rNT xBT , 
where )(1 xB is unite ball with center x ..Then for 0TT    and 10  q  
                        )0)(()ln2)((  THT UMqPTdcMP ,                                                     (17) 
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where dvc HvH   1 22)22(1  is the Fernique constant.  
In addition,  
                   ))1(1)(())1(1)(()( 1 oEMToEMUEM
H
TT    , T  .                             (18)  
Proof. One has 
                           )0)(( TUMP  )(),0)(( cTTT APAUMP   ,                                                (19) 
where              
                        }))(),()((max{max 1 TkkHtkT bxBtxwtwA  . 
We can continue the previous inequality                      
             )))(),()((max())(( 1 TkkHHkTT bxBtxwtwPbMP             
             TTTTTT ppbBMPNbMP ,2,11 :))(())((  .                                                    (20) 
Applying the Fernique (1975) result   to )(twH , we have  
                  dueccrBMP
Tr
u
dHT   2/1 2))((  ,   2/1)41( drT   .                                             (21) 
From here, setting HT cTdb ln4 , one has 
                        TCTTTCTp dddT ln/ln/
2
,2
   .                                                          (22) 
To show )( ,1,2 TT pop  , note that TDBT   , where D is diameter of 1 . Therefore    
            )1)(())(())((,1  TTTDTTT BMPbBMPbMPp ,    HTbTDT /1/ .            (23) 
By Molchan (1999), ))1(1()1)(( oTBMP dT   . Due to (22),(23), we have 
                                  ))(ln/ 2/)/1(,1,2
Hd
TT TOpp
  =o(1).                                                        (24) 
Relations (19, 20) and (24) imply (17).  
To prove relation (18) , note that   
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            )()( TT UMM TTkkHtk UMxBtxwtw  )(:))(),()((maxmax 1  .                     (25) 
 As above, using the event }))(),()((max{max 1 TkkHtkT bxBtxwtwA  , one has 
                  ]).()[(1 11 TTTATTT bBMBEMNbEbE T   ,                                               (26) 
where HT cTdb ln4  and dT CTN   . Therefore, the 2-d term in (26) is )1(o . 
By  (25), (26), we obtain (18), because   
       )1(ln)()1(ln)()()( 1 oTсEMToTсEMEEMUEM HTTTT   .              
Proposition 3. Let )(twH , Tt  be H-FBM , dT RT  1 , where 1   is a unite ball and  
10  . Then 
                            )()ln()1)(( HdT TTcMP
 , 
i.e. the survival exponent for H-FBM in T  has the upper bound HdHw  . 
Consequence. Due to Propositions 1, 3,  the survival exponent for H-FBM in T exists and is 
equal to  Hd  . 
Proof. As in proof of Proposition 1, we consider again the subset TU of ball TB  dR  : 
...}2,1;....2,1,{ ,  knxU kkT  , TU}0{  In addition to the properties  (6), we suppose that the 
elements of TU  are numerated in such  way that  
                        )( ,21,  kk xBx    and )( )(,21,1 knkk xBx  .                                                              (27)              
  As before, 
                            

 ,11,1   kkk xUU      ,  0,,, :}:{ kkiik UrxxU     ; 
}):{ TTettT  , where )1....,0,0(e ; ,kO  is a rotation transferring ,kx  in erx kk ,~ . 
Setting  ,,,
~
kkk UOU  , one has 
                                                11,1,1 \}0{\)~
~( BxU kkk     . 
Due to (27), )
~~( ,1,1    kk xU  is 2-net in 1 k  . Therefore, by (17), for 0Tk     
               )0})0{\)~
~(()ln2)(( ,,   kkHk xUMqPkdcMP      
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                 )0))~()~(( ,1,    kHk xwUMqP ))()(( ,1,  kHk xwUMqP   .                               
As a result,  
          ))()(()ln2)(( ,1,1  kHk
K
Kk
n
Hk
K
Kk k
xwUMPqkdcMPn k   

                       (28) 
where ][TK  and ][TK  . 
Similarly to the proof of Proposition 1, we conclude, that the right part of (28) is equal to 
),( TTE  , where ),( TT  is a number of records in the following sequences: 
            )(),...x(;........)x(),...,(),( )(,1,1)n(K1,K1,1 1 KnKHKHHKHK xwwwxwUM  .                                  
Let ),( TT    be the maximum increment between adjacent elements of the sequence      
          )(),...x(;........)x(),...,(),( )(,1,1)n(K1,K1,1)(, 1 KnKHKHHKHKnKH xwwwxwxw  . 
Then 
                      ),()1),(()()( TТTTUMUM KK    TT RbTT  )1),(( ,                     (29) 
where 
                       ]),()[,()1\( TKKT bTTTТUUR    . 
Due to (27),  
                ])()[(max)1\( 2
2
THHtKKT btwtEwUUER   . 
Setting TnbT ln2  and TTT  we obtain    
                                     ndndT cTTсTER   22 .                                                                (30) 
By (29),  
               ),( TTE T)()( ERbUEMUEM TKK   , 
where, according to (18),  
                           ))1(1)(()( 1 oEMKUEM
H
K  . 
Setting dn 2 , one has  
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                            ))1(1()ln(),(
2 oсTTTTсTTE HndH   .                                     (31) 
Now we can continue (28) as follows: 
                     )ln2)((),( kdcMPnTTqE Hk
K
Kk k
   .                                                    (32) 
Due to ss-propery of H-FBM,  
             )1)(()ln)(( ~  kk MPkcMP    ,     Hkckk /1)ln/(
~  , 
and therefore the probability term decreases as function of k. Hence,  (32) implies 
         )1)(())1ln(2)((\),( ~1   TdHTTT MPCTTdcMPUUTTqE  ,                 (33) 
where  
                 HH TdcTT
/1)ln2/(~   or  ))1(1()~ln2(~ /1 oTdcTT HH   .  
Finally, by (31) and  TTT   , 
                           )(~ )
~ln~()1)(( HdT TTcMP
 . 
Appendix 
Example from Proposition 1.  Consider H-FBM in domains 11 0,  TT ; then a suitable 
function   TT tt ),(  can be chosen as follows: 
                                               )())/(()( tfTktftT  ,                                                            
where 1),( Rxxf   is a finite  smooth function such that 1)( tf  for 2/1x  and 0)( tf  for 
1x . Here  k  is the diameter of 1 . 
This can be seen as follows (Molchan, 1999). Due to the spectral representation of H-FBM , the  
Hilbert space )( THH  with the reproducing kernel TThH stswtEw ),(),()(  (Aronszajn,  
1950), is closure of smooth functions 0)0(),(  t  relative to the norm 
                                  
HTH
  ~inf ~,  ,     dс HdHH 2
2
)(ˆ  ,                                 
Where )(~ t  is a finite function such that Tttt  ),()(~   ; dR ),(ˆ  is the Fourier 
transform of )(t . Obviously, we have 0)0( T ,  1)1( T  for   1\ Bt T  , and      
                     
HH
H
HHTH
ffTkfTktftfTktf 2)1)(()/()()/(
H,
   . 
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